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Applications

SRF technology becomes increasingly attractive to accelerator labs for new 
projects or plans. This is because of a maturing of the technology.

SCA, Tristan, LEP, HERA, CEBAF

 Colliders: TESLA, muon- collider

 B – factories, Light sources (Taiwan, Canadian)

Proton machines: SNS, ESS, Trasco, ASH, LANL (AAA)

ERL’s, FEL’s

Heavy Ion Accelerators, RIA



Why SRF?

CW operation or long pulse operation because of low losses
Better beam quality: energy stability, energy spread, emittance
 Higher availability because of reserve capabilities of the cavities
 Upgrade potential as technology improves

For application in proton linacs such as SNS:

UHV from cryo-system creates less beam-gas scattering
 Large aperture of sc cavities reduces linac component activation due to 
beam loss



Accelerating Cavity

 Typical accelerating cavity is excited in
TM010 mode

Longitudinal E –fields have a phase shift 
of 180o between adjacent irises; a particle 
with β = 1 will experience the maximum 
acceleration in each cell

Q – value
Qo = W/( P cav /ω)

W = Stored Energy, Pcav = dissipated power in 
cavity walls

Qo = G / R
R = Surface Resistance, G = Geometry factor ~ 270 Ω

Accelerating gradient

Eacc = k ( PQ o )1/2



T – Dependence of Surface Resistance
In the superconducting state an external 
magnetic field penetrates only a distance 
of  λ (f, T, l) into the material: ~600 Α 
at T < 0.9 TC (TC = 9.25K for Nb)

Losses described by a surface resistance 
take place in a very thin surface layer

BCS theory

RBCS ~ (ω2/T) exp[- (∆/kTC)(T/TC )]

In reality there is a residual resistance

R (T) = RBCS + RRES



Deviations
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Observed Q-value lower due to
Residual Surface Resistance
caused by anomalous losses and defects

Resonant Electron Loading (“Multipacting”)
causes Q-drops and barriers

Exponential decrease of Q-value at higher
gradients due to Non-Resonant Electron 
Loading (Field Emission) caused by 
contamination

 “Quench” field levels are below HSH

0.1 HSH < HRF < 0.5 HSH



Diagnostics

Qo vs Eacc gives a global picture of the behaviour of a superconducting cavity
Some conclusions about phenomena occurring inside a cavity can be deducted
from the rf signal response such as, e.g., “multipacting” or “quenches”
The application of diagnostic methods allows us to gain understanding of 
localized phenomena on a cavity surface
Each energy loss mechanism in a sc cavity will lead to a flux of heat into the 
helium bath surrounding the cavity
This heat flux raises the temperature of the intermediate helium layer between 
outer cavity surface and the bulk helium bath
With an array of thermometers sliding around the cavity surface a “temperature 
map” can be compiled
Conclusions about the loss mechanisms inside the cavity can be drawn



Temperature Mapping

First application of temperature 
measurements on a cavity surface to 
locate the “Quench” was done by C. 
Lyneis (Proc. 1972 Acc. Conf., p.98), 
using 100 Ohm, 1/8 Watt Allen 
Bradley Carbon resistors

Later developments:
subcooled Helium increases  
sensitivity (H.Piel, M. Romjin, CERN    

EF/FRO 80-3(1980))
increase in speed by use of a large 
number of resistors and high speed 
electronics, superfluid He (J. Knobloch 

et al., Rev.Sci.Instr. 65(11), 3521 (1994))



Temperature Mapping, cont’d

First rotating T-mapping system 
implemented at CERN, used in 
subcooled helium
T signal 10 x larger than in 
saturated He, best conditions T > Tλ, 
p ~ 1000 torr
 increase in heat transfer resistance from 
metal to He bath

absence of nucleate boiling, therefore no 
micro-convection due to bubbles

surface temperature increases compared 
to saturated He

T-sensors are thermally decoupled



Temperature Mapping



Temperature Mapping, cont’d

For fields above 250 Oe and residual 
losses smaller than the BCS losses
temperature mapping needs to be done 
in superfluid Helium

 Sensors must be in good thermal 
contact with the metal surface:  
spring loading, thermal bonding 
agents such as e.g. Apiezon N
Efficient thermal insulation of 
sensor by use of  Stycast 2850 FT or
vacuum, manganin wire



Residual Resistance

Properties
Temperature independent
Proportional to f2 on the same 
surface, independent in different 
cavities
Localized or “patchy”
Varies widely with surface 
preparation
As low as 1 nΩ, typically

5 nΩ < Rres < 30 nΩ
Lower after heat treatment in UHV 
at T > 8000 C

Contributions
Dielectric losses such as gases,  
chemicals, adsorbates, dust..
Normal conducting defects
(e.g. foreign material inclusions)
Surface imperfections such as  
cracks, scratches, delaminations..
frozen-in magnetic flux from 
ambient fields: ~ 0.3 nΩ/ mG
Hydride precipitation (“ Q-
disease”)
Large density of localized electron 
states exists in highly disordered metal-
oxide interface: can lead to absorption 
of photons



Multipacting
Multipacting is a high vacuum
avalanch effect initiated by emission 
of secondary electrons in response to 
impinging primary electrons
Certain conditions have to be 
satisfied to generate multipacting:
An electron emitted from a cavity 

wall is under the influence of the 
EM fields returning to its origin 
within an integer number of half an
rf cycle

The impacting electrons produce 
more than one electron, if the impact 
energy is high enough

For niobium this is the case for  
50 eV < Eimp < 2000 eV

The SEE is very sensitive to     
surface conditions



Multipacting, cont’d

One-point Multipacting
Typical cylindrical symmetric accelerating cavity

small Eperpendicular 

Gradient in Eperpendicular 

uniform Hpar



Multipacting, cont’d

Multipacting causes in high Q 
cavities

Shift of resonance frequency

Absorption of additional rf
power

Limitations in field gradients

Two types of multipacting have 
been observed in sc cavities:

Two point multipacting: electrons       
hit symmetrical points on opposing  
surfaces after half integer number  
of rf cycles

One point multipacting: electrons
return to origin within an integer  
number of rf cycles



Multipacting, cont’d

Suppression of Multipacting by geometrical changes in the cavity shape to
spherical or elliptical cross sections:

larger Eperp at outer wall
larger excursions of electrons into cavity voulme
electrons step out of phase with rf and gain less energy
Eimp is too small for SEE > 1

Multipacting today no longer presents a serious problem; however, 
carelessness in degree of surface contamination is dangerous.



Field Emission

Observations

Field Emission is coming from point-like sources
FE current can be described by a modified Fowler-Nordheim equation

I =  A x S x (βE)2.5 x 1/Φ x exp –{(B x Φ 1.5 )/ (βE) }
2500 < βE < 15000 10-4 cm2 < S < 10-12cm2

β is independent of frequency
Emitter density depends strongly on processing and handling
FE is sensitive to adsorbates, gas exposure, chemical residue, particulate 
contamination

FE behavior can be influenced by “processing”: high peak power, helium



Field Emission, cont’d

He – processing

Fowler-Nordheim Plots
(H.A.Schwettman et al., JAP 45,914 (1974))



Field Emission, cont’d

Temperature map of trajectories 
from a point – like emitter in a 500 
MHz single cell cavity tested at 
CERN



Field Emission, Emitters

DC (U. Geneva, U. Wuppertal)

UHV field emission scanning 
microscope  + surface analysis (AES)

 emitters are localized
Loosely attached foreign particles, but     

only a few are active emitters: geometrical 
field enhancements

Heat treatment at T > 1400 C removes   
artificial emitters
 UHV heat treatment between 200C and 

800C activates “intrinsic” emitters: Sulfur, 
Carbon segregation emitters can have 
crystalline microstructure

 adsorbates

RF (Cornell)

Special cavities + SEM + EDX + AFM
Remains of emitters after destruction

Topology: Starbursts, ripple pattern,  
craters, molten Nb
Materials: Fe, SS, In, Cu, Ti, Teflon, C,
residue from rinse water

emitters seem to be “artificial” and FE
is no fundamental limit



Field Emission, cont’d

Pictures taken at Cornell University



Field Emission, cont’d

Field emission behavior in superconducting cavities resembles observations in DC 
case. Scanning systems have been developed at Univ. of Geneva and Univ. of 
Wuppertal



Defects/“Quench”

Thermal instabilities occur at localized “defects” with higher resistance than
their surroundings:

chemical residue, debris, dust, areas of weak superconductivity
 holes, scratches, weld splatter, delaminations

Thermal model calculations done at various labs (HEPL, Cornell, CERN, Univ.
of Wuppertal) indicate that thermal stabilization is achieved through 
improvement of the thermal conductivity of the niobium

The achievable quench field is proportional to

Hq ~  √ κ(T) / rd Rd
κ(T) = thermal conductivity, rd = defect radius, Rd = resistivity of defect



Defects



Defects/“Quench” cont’d
Dependence on defect size Defect-free case
for different RRR values



Cavity Surface

Based on many T-maps and subsequent 
inspection of the cavity surface, 
different sources of localized losses 
have been identified:

Geometrical irregularities
Accumulation of foreign material

These defects – because of their 
increased losses – heat up their 
surroundings and eventually cause a 
thermal instability, if locally T > TC

T = ∆T + ∆TK + TB < TC



ISSUES

“Q – disease”

Q degradation at higher gradients in absence of 
field emission

Q – values exceeding BCS limits

Alternative fabrication techniques and alternative
superconductors : sputtered Nb, seamless Nb 
cavities, composite NbCu, Nb3Sn, NbTiN….



Q - Disease



Q - disease

At room temperature the solubility of hydrogen in niobium is very 
high 
As the temperature decreases, the solubility decreases and according to 
the phase diagram of the Nb-H system, hydride phases are forming
Above T = 150 K the concentration required for hydride formation is 
still relatively high, however, below that temperature islands of 
hydride can form, if the bulk concentration is > 2 ppm by weight
The lossy hydride preferentially precipitates at nucleation sites
Precipitation within the penetration depth increases the residual 
resistance
Hydride formation at nucleation sites stops, when hydrogen diffusion
is low enough to prevent accumulation at these sites; this is the case 
below ~ 50 K



Hydrogen in Nb - Q - Disease

 Surface resistance/Q-value of cavities made from high purity niobium can 
change by orders of magnitude, if the temperature range 200K<T<50K during 
cooldown is crossed too slowly: dT/dt < 0.5K/min
 The additional losses are homogeneously distributed over the cavity surface
 The effect is most pronounced at ~ 100 K
 The degradation is reversible, if cavity is warmed up to T > 200K
 The effect is cumulative: higher losses for longer times
 Heating in T – range of 2000  C to 5000  C reduces the losses, but higher heat 
treatment temperatures are needed for total immunity
 Q-degradation enhanced by higher acid temperature during chemical surface 
treatment (> 25C) and by longer polishing times; also important is the amount 
of phosphoric acid in the etching solution



Q – Degradation without FE

Experimental observations

Often a degradation of Q-value is  
observed above Eacc ~ 20 MV/m     
without FE loading in bcp’d cavities

T – maps show large area heating 
around the equator
The heating is significantly reduced 
after “in-situ” baking at 1200 C < T <  
1400 C



“In-situ” Baking

CAVITY BAKING: A CURE FOR THE HIGH ACCELERATOR FIELD Q0
DROP, B. Visentin # , J. P. Charrier, B. Coadou, D. Roudier



“In-situ” Baking

The most likely explanation for the 
observed improvements in RBCS is
diffusion of oxygen from the surface  
into the penetration depth, 
accompanied with decomposition of 
Nb2O5.

However, a change in mean free 
path alone cannot explain the observed 
improvement by a factor of 2

Other material parameters might be 
modified also

More investigations are needed to 
understand the effect



“In-situ” Baking

Experimental Observations
Decrease in BCS resistance
Improvement time and T dependent
Saturation after ~ 40 to 50 hrs
Improvement remains after air 
exposure or HPR

The modified surface layer is ~ 
3000 A thick
Sometimes Rres increases, offsetting
the improvement in RBCS

Improvement repeatable on any 
cavity
Often improvement at high gradients



“In-situ” Baking
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Qo vs Eacc for buffered chemically polished seamless cavity P5



Q- degradation



Q –degradation without FE
Explanations

Magnetic field enhancement at grain boundaries
(J. Knobloch et al.; 9th SRF workshop, Santa Fe (1999))

can explain differences between bcp’d and electropolished cavity 
performance, heating and breakdown near equator, where the equator 
weld is located,  “in-situ” baking
However, seamless cavities show Q – degradation associated with 
deep cracks at the irises in the high electric field region. A model to 
explain this by means of Interface Tunnel Exchange between metal and 
localized states in the oxide, similar to enhanced FE , has been worked 
out by J. Halbritter
It seems likely that a change in the niobium properties after “in-situ” 
baking at ~ 1300 C is causing the reduction in the Q-slope at high 
gradients.
 The effect is not yet totally understood and needs further investigation



Seamless Cavities

Why seamless cavities?

Elimination of electron beam welds
have in several cases in various labs    
caused performance limitations

Significant savings in manufacturing  
costs: ~ 1 hr for mono-cell, 1-2 days   
for multi-cell

Significant “speeding up” in 
manufacturing of large number of  
cavities

Methods

Spinning (INFN Legnaro) from  
sheet or  tube

Hydroforming (DESY, KEK, 
Japanese industry)

With both methods high 
performing cavities have been  
produced



Cavity Treatment Procedures

ActionLimitation

High pressure, ultrapure water 
rinsing
Ozonized water rinsing
Electropolishing
Vacuum  baking
High peak Power Processing
Class 10 clean room assembly
 Improved contamination control

Field Emission

Purer material: RRR > 250
 Solid State gettering

Stabilization of Defects



Cavity Treatment Procedures, cont’d

Improved inspection (Eddy current 
scanning of defects)
Improved EBW
Improved chemical treatment (Internal 
chemistry in clean room, filtered acids, 
EP)
Improved rinsing: HPR, ozonized water
Deeper material removal, tumbling
Class 10 clean room assembly

Suppression/Elimination of Defects

Modification of cavity shape to 
spherical or elliptical cross section
Very clean surfaces to lower SEE

Suppression/Elimination of Multipacting

ActionLimitation



High Pressure Rinsing



High Peak Power Processing

Results obtained at Cornell University



Experimental Results



Experimental Results
DESY 9-cell cavities



Experimental Results

6 cells β=0.81 cavity 6SNS81-1 stiffening ring at 80mm
Q0 vs. Eacc
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Experimental Results

Electropolished cavities (done at KEK)



Sputtered Nb

Superconducting niobium cavities, a case for the film 
technology

V. Arbet-Engels, C. Benvenuti, S. Calatroni*, P. Darriulat, M. A. Peck, A.-M.Valente,
C.A.Van’t Hof
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 463 (2001)1 –8

Low frequency structures
Moderate gradients
 Strong Q-slope because of granularity



Sputtered Nb

Thin film Nb: best result (CERN) Compisite Nb/Cu (DESY)
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SUMMARY

The application of sc cavity technology is increasingly considered
for new accelerator projects such as linear colliders, proton machines, muon 
collider, energy recovery linacs, light sources…

The technology is not easy, but with attention to cleanliness and contamination 
issues it can be mastered even in large systems

On a “global” scale many of the performance issues of sc cavities have been 
understood, e.g. multipacting, field emission, quench limitations,
residual resistance and in many cases the theoretical limits have been reached

On a “local” scale each lab involved in sc cavity research/application has to 
find its own procedures to achieve its design goals.
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